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a b s t r a c t

Musical residual noise is a major problem for a speech enhancement system. This noise is very annoying
to the human ear and can significantly deteriorate the perception quality of enhanced speech. In this
study, we aim at reducing the quantity of musical residual noise by a two-stage speech enhancement
approach. In the first stage a preprocessor enhances noisy speech using an algorithm which combines
the two-step-decision-directed and the Virag methods. In the second stage the enhanced speech signal
is post-processed by an iterative-directional-median filter to significantly reduce the quantity of residual
noise, while maintaining the harmonic spectra. Experimental results show that the proposed approach
can significantly improve the performance of a speech enhancement system by reducing the quantity
of residual noise.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Speech enhancement is useful in many applications such as
voice communication and automatic speech recognition. Recently,
many novel schemes [1–17] have proposed enhancing a speech
signal which is corrupted by additive noise. Although their
improvement is presented in terms of background noise reduction,
the main drawback is the appearance of annoying musical residual
noise which is caused by randomly spaced spectral peaks that
come and go in successive frames, and occur at random frequen-
cies. Some novel schemes attempt to reduce the effect of musical
residual noise by utilizing the masking effects of the human audi-
tory system [6,8–11,13,16–20]. In these algorithms only the audi-
ble noise components are suppressed, this results in the
reduction of speech distortion.

Ding et al. [4] used a hybrid Wiener spectrogram filter for noise
reduction, followed by a multi-blade post-processor which
exploited the two-dimensional features of the spectrogram to pre-
serve speech quality and to further reduce residual noise. Yu et al.
[14] proposed using a non-diagonal audio denoising algorithm
through adaptive time–frequency block thresholding to enhance
an audio signal. This algorithm can adjust system parameters to
the signal’s property by minimizing a Stein estimation of the risk.
Experimental results showed that this method can improve the

quality of an audio signal. Plapous et al. [12] proposed a two-
step-decision-directed (TSDD) algorithm to improve the estimate
of the a priori SNR for a decision-directed approach. Experimental
results showed that the performance of the decision-directed ap-
proach could be significantly improved by their novel method.
Zhang et al. [15] proposed using a non-linear high frequency tech-
nique to re-synthesize the upper-band signal based on the lower-
bands speech for vowel speech, yielding the harmonic spectra
being reconstructed. Ghanbari and Karami-Mollaei [5] proposed
using an adaptive threshold on a modified hard thresholding func-
tion. Although many novel speech enhancement systems can effi-
ciently remove background noise, the musical residual noise is
still apparent and annoying to the human ear. This has lead to
many studies [4,6,8,10–12,20–27] proposing new techniques to re-
duce the effect of musical residual noise. For example, Lu [23] de-
rived a smoothing factor as a second stage to reduce the effect of
musical residual noise. An accurate estimate of the a priori SNR
is critical for eliminating musical noise. Hence, Lu et al. [16] pro-
posed using a three-step-decision gain factor to efficiently remove
background noise in noisy speech. Since musical residual noise still
exists in enhanced speech, they proposed to reduce it by using a
directional median filter [24]. Moreover, they [25,26] proposed
incorporating a block-median filter to serve as a post processor.
Experimental results have shown that musical residual noise can
be efficiently removed, at the expense of introducing a greater
amount of speech distortion. Esch and Vary [27] proposed using
a post-filter, for the spectral weighting gains, that is capable of
reducing musical residual noise. This method includes a detector
for speech pauses and low SNR conditions. They adaptively smooth
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the weighting gains over frequency for those two conditions to re-
duce the musical residual noise. Recently, many studies have pro-
posed using a median filter to remove impulse noise in image
denoising applications [28–32]. We found that the properties of mu-
sical tones in the spectrogram are similar to those of impulse noise
in the spatial domain. Consequently, these techniques can be mod-
ified and applied to remove musical tones in the spectrogram.

Based on the above findings, utilizing the masking properties of
the human auditory system allows algorithms to enhance speech
with lower levels of distortion. However, residual noise remains
reducing the perceived quality of the enhanced speech. In this pa-
per we employ a three-step-decision gain factor [16] to preprocess
noisy speech; enabling background noise to be efficiently removed.
This method can improve the performance of the Virag method
[20] in the frequency domain by providing better estimates of
the noise-masking threshold using the two-step-decision-directed
algorithm [12]. This algorithm [16] forms the preprocessing stage.
A directional median filter [24] is then modified and added as a
post-processor to further reduce the residual noise. The spectral
variation for each spectral bin of a frame is sequentially analyzed
in the spectrogram. If a spectral bin is classified as a musical tone,
it is iteratively modified by the median spectrum in an optimum
direction of a window. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed approach can significantly improve the performance of the
Virag [20] method by reducing the quantity of residual noise, while
the speech distortion can also be maintained at an acceptable level.
In addition, the proposed approach also outperforms the two-step-
decision-directed (TSDD) speech enhancement algorithm [12] in
most experiments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the proposed speech enhancement system. Section 3 briefly
introduces a preprocessor. Section 4 describes the proposed post
processor. Section 5 demonstrates the experimental results. Con-
clusions are finally drawn in Section 6.

2. Proposed speech enhancement system

The block diagram of the proposed speech enhancement system
is shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, a noisy speech signal is transformed into
the frequency domain by fast Fourier transform, where the magni-
tude of the transformed coefficient is called a spectrum bin hereaf-
ter. The two-step-decision-directed (TSDD) algorithm [12] is
employed to enhance noisy speech. This enhanced speech is only
used to find the noise-masking threshold (NMT) which is applied
in the Virag method to adapt the generalized spectral subtraction
algorithm, rather than to be the output signal in the first stage.
Noisy speech is filtered by the Virag method. The output signal is
called preprocessed speech. Owing to the preprocessed speech
consisting of many musical tones, a post processing system is re-
quired for their removal.

In this study, we use an iterative-directional-median filter
(IDMF) to refine the preprocessed signal. This filter is a two-dimen-
sional speech enhancement in spectrograms, i.e., a spectrum bin of
each frame is iteratively modified by the median value in an opti-
mum direction. Firstly, a N � N (5 � 5 in the experiments) window
is employed to analyze the spectral variation property for the cen-
tral spectrum bin. If the spectral variation is large over the neigh-
bors, the reference spectrum is classified as a musical tone. The
median filter is performed in the optimum direction, which has
the smallest spectral distance over the neighbors. If the spectral
variation is small in the optimum direction, the central spectrum
bin may be a harmonic spectrum. This spectrum bin is kept un-
changed to maintain speech quality. In addition, a directional med-
ian filter is iteratively performed to further reduce residual noise.
We also modify the threshold to decide whether the central spec-

trum bin is a musical tone or not. This threshold is updated for
each iteration step and is adapted by the SNR of a subband.

A noisy speech signal y(m,n) can be modeled as the sum of clean
speech s(m,n) and additive noise d(m,n) in the frame m of the time
domain, i.e.,

yðm;nÞ ¼ sðm;nÞ þ dðm;nÞ ð1Þ

The spectral estimate of the speech signal S
�
ðm;xÞ is obtained by

multiplying a gain factor g(m,x) with the noisy spectrum Y(m,x)
in a subband, i.e.,
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed speech enhancement system.
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